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NOMENCLATURE

a, b Inner and outer radii, respectively Ta' Tb Inner- and outer-surface tempera-

A          Cross-sectional area of rod tures, respectively

A           Fraction of load carrying area 4 Ta ' Eb Means of Ta and Tbr
- - -                          u Radial creep velocityA, B, C Temperature -dependent constants

U( ) Unit step function (Hea.visideb Tube thickness
function)

C, V Material constants
Ot Radius ratio

di' dz Functions of temperature (Eq. 75) 0, B Means of @ and 3
Cl  Flux-dependent parameter (Eq. 76)

ctR           Value of a corresponding to time to

C( )
Autocovariance of indicated quantity fracture t*Ro

d Correlation interval B Parameter (Eq. 776)

D Dannage factor
'

6 Parameter (Eq. 22)

erf ( ) Error function 6.. Kronecker delta
1 4

E           Modulus of elasticity e Nondimensional creep-viscosity
parameterf( ) Probability density function

F(T) Function of temperature (Eq. 4)                    e
e Effective strain

6 Strain-rate parameterH Statistical constant (Eq. 70)                     c
K Temperature -independent constant oco         Value of dc at T = To

(Eq. 76) e ij Strain-rate tensor

1 Proportionality constant TI Argument for autocovariance of
stationary random .process  (= ti - tz).MAX{ } Most probable value of indicated

quantity V.g Experimentally determined functions

n        Creep exponent P'Pap
Correlation coefficients

p Internal pressure (D, A Deterministic constants

Q           Constant load     · 0 Normalization factor

r Radial coordinate co Integrated neutron flux

R Tube radius aa Stress acting over undamaged area

Ri' bi Initial values of R and b ac Reference stress (chosen as Ripbi-i)

Sij Stress deviator c Effective stresse
t Time aK Constant stress (Eq. 42)

tK         Time to rupture for which c = CK Cr,   aG, Cz Stresses                                      n

t          Time to brittle fracture
Clo

Initial stressR
t*         Tinne to rupture C( )

Standard deviation of indicated

t*         Time to ductile fracture quantity
D

T Nondimensional temperature
t*              Hoff 's ductile -fracture timeH <> Expectation value operator
t* Kachanov's brittle -fracture timeK                          1 ()0 Indicates nominal value, i.e., value
t* S8derquist's brittle-fracture time when temperature equals mean value

-

T Temperature
1

() De signate s random quantity
--

To or. T Mean value of f
8,

1 r
..1
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EFFECT OF RANDOM TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS
ON CREEP AND CREEP RUPTURE

OF CYLINDRICAL TUBES

by

W. N. Huang and R. A. Valentin

ABSTRACT

The design of LMFBR plants requires extensive creep
analysis, since many in-core. structures and primary system
components operate at elevated. temperatures.  In the design
process, exact information on the temperature field is often

lacking, ahd this, together with the itemperature sensitivity of
creep phenomena, leads to uncertainties in derived quantitie s
such as strain and total deformation.

This study considers the qualitative and quantitative
implications of random temperature data by deriving expres-
sions: for the expectation value and variance of quantities such
as displacement and stress in creepof thin, pressurized tubes.
Also, a nondeterministic analog of an existing theory of creep
rupture is used to study·the impact of random temperature fluc-
tuations on·time to brittle and ductile rupture.  Data for stain-
less steelare applied in various numericalexamples, and these,
together with analytical considerations, are used to formulate
qualitative generalizations of importance to the design process.

I. INTRODUCTION

The vast majority of components designed for service in commercial
and research reactors operate in temperature ranges below those for which

creep phenomena are significant.  As the emphasis in reactor design shifts to
more advanced systems, however, operating temperatures· increase and a car-e-
ful consideration of creep becomes.a mandatory aspect of design. In particular,
with the advent of large liquid-metal-cooled or high-temperature gas-cooled
reactors designed for long service lives, accumulation of appreciable creep
strains in core structures and primary pi·ping becomes inevitable.  For ex-

ample, liquid-metal fast breeder reactors (LMFBR' s) such as the FTR and the
first demonstration plants will operate at temperatures in excess of 8000F.
This has required, extensive elaboration of the applicable codes and standards
so that the creep response of the stainless steels that form the major struc-
tural elements can be adequately factored into the design process.
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Since creep rates, creep rupture properties, plastic response, thermal
ratcheting,  etc.,  are all temperature- sensitive phenomena, exact knowledge of
distributions and variations in temperature is required'in most design studies.
In early design iterations, however, the exact geometry and operating condi-
tions may not be well defined, and hence, temperature data may be lacking or
inexact.  Also, even after a design has been made final, the exact operating
conditions may vary about nominal values and result in temperature fields that
vary in some ill-defined' rrianner. Since creep· response is temperature-
sensitive, lack of precise knowledge of temperature will be reflected in un-
certainties in derived quantities such as displacement rates.  For this reason,
it is desirable to investigate the effect of random temperature variations on
creep response.  It is of great potential value to know what derived quantities
are affected by such variations·so that gigen, say, tEe mean temperature and
its standard deviation, the mean and stan'dabd deviation of'the resultihg creep
rates can be estimated. Of equal importance is the need to make qualitative
statements about such ·problems. A knowledge of what quantities dre Felatively
unaffected by random temperature perturbations immediately clarifies design
by uncoupling·certain aspects of the design process.

The creep of real materials cannot be treated as a strictly determin-
istic process, even in the absence of variations.in temperature. The random
distribution of material imperfections on a microscopic level and rnacroscopic
spatial variations in average.material properties produces data scatter in
even the most carefully controlled experiments. This aspact of creep will not
be treated in this report. For current literature in this area, see Cozzarelli
and Huang; 1 their basic approach in uncoupling the " random temperature
problem" from the " random imperfection problem" will be used. Juatification
for this uncoupling is the relative insensitivity of the creep exponent to tem-
perature, together with its strong dependdnce·on imperfection structure.  The
converse holds for the reference strain rate used in the constitutive law.

Section II concentrates on the problem of random temperature in the
steady creep of thin circular tubes, since this geometry is probably of greatest
concern in both piping and design of core internals. Section III considers the
problem of creep rupture in the same geometry. Section IV summarizes the
qualitative aspects'of the study and indicates areas in need of further attention.-

II.  EFFECT OF RANDOM TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS '
ON THE CREEP OF PRESSURIZED ·TUBES

In· considering the effect of random temperature fluctuations on the
stress and deformation state in a pressurized tube at elevated temperature,
it is assumed that the material·has entered· a stage of secoridary Ereep.  Thus,the·:general' form o,f the constitutive 'equations for the material'is

tij =  6cc na:-lsij· (1)
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It is also assumed that Eq. 1 will hold when the temperatuT,e is varying slowly;
thus temperature will be considered a random process in time. Since experi-
mental evidence indicates that temperature has only a ,slight effect Qn the creep
exponent; but a marked effect on the reference creep strain rate, only 6 c will
be treated as a random material parameter.  Thus Eq. 1 is written

/'

1
:                  6 ij   =     dca cne:- 1 sij, ( 2)

where                                              '

A

kc - F(*); , '

.                                ( 3)

with FO) a known monotonically increasing function.

On physical grounds, it is reasonable to assume that

F( ) = u) exp(-k*-1). .         :              (4)               .......0       f

However, it is more convenient to approximate the temperature dependence,
E q.   3,   by

Ec(t)   =  6 co exp[f (t) 1,                                                                                                   ( 5)
·it

where                                                                    ·

9(t)     =    ATE 2[9(t)  -  To].                                                       ·                                                                                           (6)                     i...       ....

Equations  5 and 6 are a good approximation t6' the exponential expression in
Eq. 4 and result in a more tractable statistical treatment of the problem.

/\

Assuming that T is a stationary normal process with· mean To implies
A

T is stationary normal with zero mean and the first-order density function

f(7) = (2n)-1/zaqi exp[-72(20:4)-11.                              (7)

Using the definition

2 (t) E 6 8 Fc(t) = exp[*(t) ],                                    (8)

and the results of Cozzarelli and Huang,1 it may be shown that 2(t) is a sta-
tionary randorri process with the first-order density function

f(e)  =.[(2'rr)1/20.r€ 1-1  exp[-(tn €)2(202)-1]U(e).                                           (9)

Equation 9 is the density function for the lognormal distribution, and its prop-
erties are well known; for example, see Ref. 2.  'The major statistical proper- -
ties of this distribution that will be used in the development to follow are
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<@> - exp(027/2) > 1,               '                        (10)

at = exp(04)[exp(al-) - 1] > al·, (11)

and

C£(1)  =  exp(at){exp[CT(TI)]- 1}, (12)           4

where C·r(TI) is the autocovariance of 7, and. 71 = ti - tz.

Consider a thin cylindrical tube of radius R(t) and thickness h(t) sub-
jected to a constant internal pres«sure p. The various stress components are

88 - 2@z = PRi;-1, or.2 0, (13)

0. = 911 ,                                       (14)
and

-            _s      =         S      = 0; (15)S e=  r  2'z

and, from Eq.  2, the strain- rate expressions are

- nti 8 \n
'e   =   -i r   =   5«  (f)       (.ii ,1      and   5,    =

0. (16)

Assuming Eq. 2 holds for logarithmic strain,

&(t)
20    -   tn  -R.    ,                                                                                                                                                     (1.7)1

and noting that incompressibility implies

Ribi   = R(t)6(t), ( 18)

it follows that

Rip

80(t)   =  -b- exp[220(t)]. ( 19)

Hence, from Eq. 16,

2 0 = ·82.c(t) exp[2nS 0(t)], (20)
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n+1where, for convenience, ac·= Ripbil, and thus B= ( /i/2) . The s o luti on   to

Eq. 20 considered as a differential equation in Se.is

7-1/2n
20(t)    ln 1 -2nB.  't Jc(g) d                                              (21.)

Let

R(t) = Ri + 6&R(t), (22)

wherd  6 is defined so that 6AR << Ri.. Thus, to a first approximation,

-2n

         -  2   1  -  2nOAR(t) RI:1.

From this ap ro imation and Eqs. 17 and 21, it follows that

OAR(t) =.BRitco jl t 2(g) ·di. · (23)

Defining the nominal value ARo(t) as that.resulting when T = To, it also follows
that 68Ro(t) = BRid cot; thus,

A (t)        1   r t

ARo(t) t-  = - J.  2(g) dg. (24)

In the special case when 2(g) is assumed to be a random variable 2,
Eq. 24 gives 8&(t)/ARo(t) = 2, and the density function of AR(t)/8 Ro(t) becomes
the lognormal density function f(s ).  IIi the general case of 2(g), determination
of the density function is extremely complicated and shall not be attempted
here;  however,  its  mean and variance  will be determined as follows.

From Eqs. 10 and 24 and the statidnarity of 2 (g), we obtain the mean

/AR(t)\ = exp   ,           '                    (25)
 Ro(t)/

in which the mean diameter change always exceeds the nominal value based
on the mean temperature.

We now examine the second-.order statistics of the problem.  Fromn
Eq. 24, it follows ·that

/ A (ti)   AR(ti) \ - .1- fil ft2 <2(gl)2( 2)> dgl dg.z, (26) 8Ro(ti) ARo(tz)/  - titz Jo   Jo
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where

<2(Zl)2(&2) > = exp(04) exp[CT(11)],   11 - f1 - fz. (27)

It is physically reasonable to choose the autocovariance

CT (1)  =  07 exp < J ! , (28)

where d. is some assigned correlation interval modeling the qualitative as-
pects of the characteristic.times associated with the assumed temperature
field.  In the present case, d will be considered a parameter to define the
time scale.  From Eq. 28, it can be sh Qn that 6((t), and thus &(t), are ergodic
in the mean.  From Eqs. 26-28, the autocorrelation function is

/ AR(tl)  AR(tz) j     exp(CT). rti  'tz F C  ly 1\1   -

 ARo(ti)  ARo(tz)/   =       titz      jo      JO      exp a   exp (--Ii-1  9151  dgi.          (29)

From Eq. 24, the variance at time t is given by

z        - 1 f zt (1 - ac. (91) dll, (30)'AR/ARo - t Jo 2tj  .

where

9,c„    .    e.,c,4,{e.    [,4   e       G.122]-   ,}.

The integral in Eq. ·30 is evaluated to give

(AR/ARoaez   =   [exp(a )-1]-11  J.   -Lil- _st- 1 -exp (--i t)  ,             (31)
-1  azk C

t   f-k(k') L      2kt L
..

which is used to develop the limits

», 't'R'  = 0, »-(:t'R') = 1.                (32)
Although the expression for the mean diameter change, Eq. 25, is time-- 1
independent, the variance,  Eq.  31,  is an explicit function of time; thus AR/BRO
is only stationary in the mean. Figure 1 shows the variance ratio, Eq. 31,
plotted as a function of d/t for several values  of 07· The diameter change is
clearly sensitive to perturbations in the temperature field.
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Fig.  1.    Variance of Radius Change  as a Function of Dimensionless Correla-
tion Time for Several Values of Dimensionless Ternperature Variance

As a specific example, consider a Type 304 stainless steel tube operat-
ing at To = 15600R. Using data from Ref. 3, assuming cT = 100, 200, and 250,
and taking d/t = 1, evaluation of Eqs. 10, 11, 25, and 3.1 yields the results
given in Table I.

A /
TABLE I.  Mean and Standard Deviation of AR/ARo

a CT AR/ARo       as        cAR/ARo

10 0.3463 1.0618 0.3792 0.2740

20 0.6926 1.2712 0.9978 0.7210

25 0.8658 1.4550 1.5378 1.1110

In addition to the fact that <AR/8R > > 1, the variance in the random,

temperature is not related in any simple manner with the resulting variance
in the radius change, other than an apparent monotonic behavior showing that

increases in a·r will increase:cAR/ARD

To determine the stress response ·of the cylinder, note that

30(t) = (33)
1BIR(t) ]2

Ribi '

and,  since  Eqs.  17  and 21 imply                                                                        -

rt A ,-1/2n

R(t)..= 'Ri l - 2n   o  tc(g).dg       ,                                          (34)

it follows that

PRi r rt 7-1/n

80(t) = --6- 1.- 2nB6co /   2(4&) dg      .                                    (35)
JO
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Therefore,

80(t)
-

1    -    2nB k cot
_1/n

-                                                            (36)-.

ceo(t)
_ 1  -  2nB* co 2(W).de-fot

To determine the density function, mean, and variance of ce(t)/ceo(t)
either explicitly or by numerical methods would be a prohibitive task.  It is
true, however, that when Eq. 28 is valid, 6(t) is ergodic in the mean.  Thus
for a sufficiently long time,

t  t 2(g) dg 2 E{8(g)} = exp(a /2);

and

-                                                           -1/n
ae(t)

-

1  -  2nB4 cot
a 68(t) 1  -  2nB6 cot exp(c /2)_

For times of the order of t = 105 hr (for Type 304 stainless .steel),

2nBacot « f

and
>, (37)

80(t). 2 1
'80(t)

implying that the stress state is almost deterministic.*

III.     RAND OM TEMPERATURE EFFECTS IN CREEP RUPTURE

To assess the effects of un'certainty in temperature on the ability to
predict creep rupture, it is necessary to work within the framework provided
by a well-defined theory. Since an extensive literature on random tempera-
ture considerations in this area does not exist, it is, first necessary to study
the qualitative aspects of the problem.  For this purpose, there is no need to
have a detailed model or to incorporate comprehensive materials data.  Such
refinement can follow after the general nature of the problem has been studied,
and after there is some indication that the effects of random temperature are
of sufficient interest to justify production of a .de.sign-oriented formulation.

A
*It  is not true  that  ast -+ 00,  ce(t)/ceo(t) -* 1. Rather,  Eq. 37 holds for physically realistic values  of t
(e.g..  105 hr).
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Thus, in the development that follows, emphasis is .placed on relatively ele-
mentary phenomenological theories exhibiting the basic aspects of ductile and
brittle creep rupture.

For many structural materials, the data on creep rupture have the
same general form.  On a log-log plot of initial stress 010 versus·time to fail-
ure t*, there are two distinctive regions. For small values of t* and large
stresses, the rupture is· ductile, and the curves have a relatively shallow
slope with increasing t*.  For low stress and long times, the rupture is brittle
and the .slope much greater. The ductile part of the curve can be treated
readily, using the phenomenolo.gical theory of Hoff.4 By assuming a power
law for secondary creep and working with lo*arithmic strain, Hoff showed
that the time to rupturd was given. by

t   =  11'ac \(2                ,                                                                                        (38)n \510/  ,

where n and ac are material constants in the creep law.  In this simplified               :
theory, tA represents the time required for the original section to reduce to
zero area.

To account for the long-term material deterioration, which, in some
sense, is the essence of brittle creep rupture, Kachanov5 developed a phenome-
nological cumulative- damage theory. As presented by Odqvist,6 this theo.ry
assumes that deterioration is a direct result of tensile stresses.  In its
one-dimensional formulation, a prismatic  rod of cross- sectional area  A  is
subjected to a. censtant tensile load  P.  It is assumed that, at any given.time,
only some fraction of the area Ar is able to carry the load; thus a damage
factor is defined as

A - Ar
D.=

A   '                                                     (39)

The actual stress on the supporting area ar increases above its nomi-
nal val.1.ie a = P/A as Ar decreases.  It is assumed that the rate of increase of
the damage is

-dd     =f(or)    -   f<     a
) (40)

\1 - D/'

with the initial condition D= O a t t= 0. Integration of this equation then
yields the.time to rupture tR for which D = 1. If f is of the.simple form

f(x) = Cxv,

where C and, v are material constants, it follows that

A''
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rtR
f' (1 -D)"dID =  1·   9  =  C j, avdt. (41)

By assuming that the various material constants are determined such that tK
corresponds to a time to rupture for which the nominal stress a =- cK =
constant, the above criterion may be written

r t R    /   0    ,\1

/0  <32  dt = 'K. (42)

This is es kentially the form presented by Kachanovs and is equivalent to the
linear cumulative creep-damage law given in Refs. 7 and 8.

In considering the effect of random temperature, emphasis will be
placed on use of the criterion given in Eq. 42 or in slight generalizations of
this result. The treatment of random temperature effects in ductile creep
rupture  will be handled independently  of the  Hoff theo ry, since the Kachanov
formulation can be suitably modified to describe both ductile and brittle creep
rupture.

Before consideling the detailed random-temperature case, the pos.sible
generalizations of the ba.sic failure criteria should be noted ahd their implica-
tions explored in a deterministic sense. In particular, the multidimensional
extension of Eq. 42 will be taken as

f          i    '.-1   /
tR larnax' v dt = tK, (43)

t./.1

where amax is the  maximum principal stress and is assumed to be tensile.
It is possible that the effective stress ae should replace emax in Eq. 43; how-
ever, use of amax results in a simpler analysis, which is generally in qualita-
tive agreement with experiment.

A. The Deterministic Formulation

Following Odqvist; the creep rupture problem for a thin pressurized
tube may be formulated by introducing the notation

Ceo = PRibil, 01 = RRil, (44)

and using logarithmic strains, to obtain

e e = tn (T, 4 e = de-1.                                    (45)
Incompressibility then implies

aG = Ceovz (46)
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and, using the creep law in power form with ce, as the reference stress,

d  .  86 coo211+1                                                        · ··                         (47)..

whe r e

nti

8 = (©  .
Noting that Ot = 1 at t - 0, Eq. 47 is integrated to give.

1  -  0- in  =  2nBE cot. (48)

For ductile rupture,   -co, and thus the time to ductile.failure is.given by

t o = (2nBEco)-1.  .                                                    I.(49)
'

1 ...

To estimate the time to. brittle failure t o, it is first noted that
- „.-  f

an:lax   =   a e   =   0 00012, ( 50)

and the integral criteria, Eq. 43, then implies

r 'K,      g e, « ' 
v v     OD m

t.K -   dt  feeol .f *''azo dt do (51)
. .   f'A.

JO 1 CK I =. \-52) J 1

33 '
.' <

where eR is that value of ot corresponding to the time to failure t o.

Computing dt/dot from Eq. 48 ahd substituting into Eq. 51 gives

laa.\V

'E - t.    CE'")-1 feR /2v-zn-1 do. ( 52)

Examination of existing data shows  v < n, and evaluation of the integral in
Eq. 52 yields

-
v        -n/·(n L v)

/OK\
uen  =    1  -  2(n - v) .Bi col-.1 tK ( 53)

((Yeo/

Sinc e   Eq. 4 8 impli e s

1 - 01 11 - 211Bd cot&:o'.                                        (54)
this and Eq. 53 give for the time to brittle failure
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v    -n/(11· -v)1

tlo = (2nBkco)-1< - _1 - 2(n- \.1) Btco -·  tk        . .             (55)\aeo/     -                J

In the nondeterministic development to follow, the treatment parallels
that given above. Consideration was given to the possibility of using a more
comprehensive model.of the brittle failure mechanism based on the work of
Soderquisti9 however, in the deterministic cases evaluated, the differences
proved minor (see appendix).   For this reason and for simplicity, Kachanov' s
formulation was adjudged adequate.

B. The Random-temperature Case

If the assumptions statdd in Sec.:II are applied to the case in which'
temperature is a random process in t, Eq. 47 becomes

  = Bd cog 2ntl, (56)

/\

and,    s inc e   ot    =     1   at  t    =    0,

1 - @-·zn = 2nBicoj t 2(g) dg. . (57)

From the properties of the lognormal density function, the expectation
value of Eq. 57 is

1 - < - 2n  = 2nBi cot exp(a /2), (58)

and, since ductile failure wi11 correspond to <&-211) =  ,

tA = [2nBdco exp(a /2)]-1. (59)

Comparison of Eq. 59 with the deterministic result, Eq. 49, yields

*
tD

-r" = exp(-aT/2), (60)
Do

Equation 60 is not dependent on the internal pressure.

Table II lists the expectation values of tis/tbo for typical variations
in the temperature.

TABLE II. Expectation Value of tis/tbo

aT. 'R              a·T              t /t o
10 0.3463 0.9418
20              0.6926 0.7866
25 0.8658 0.6873
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It is apparent that temperature variations have a .significant effect on
lifetime. For example,  if the temperature fluctuates randomly between  1500
and  1620'R with normal distribution, the expected lifetime is approximately
one-fourth of that computed on a deterministic basis using the mean tempera-
ture.  This is in qualitative agreement with the effects of random temperature
on lifetime of viscoelastic structures. 10

Evaluation of analogous results for brittle fracture is somewhat more
complicated. Starting with the nondeterministic result comparable to that
given in Eq.· 52,

"00\v
- 1     aR otzv- zn- 1tk = f -) (BEcos) .  dcy (61)

\GK/

or

/ a solv.
tK =|-1 l2(n- v) Bsco@]-1[1 - 62(n-V)];                       (62)\GK/

thus,

&2(n-v) -1- 2(n- v) Bkc·o· ,2Sftke.                                 (63)
\G 00/

Rewriting Eq. 63 as

n/(n-v)&rl =.(1 -ge)                                                                 (64a)

whe re

/0 K \vg = 2(n-v) B&col-ItK, (64b)
Ca e0/

and noting Eq. 57 implies that, at failure,

1 - @2n = 2nBdco ,tK £(f) df,                                             (65)

Eqs. 64 and 65 may be combined to give

1    -    (1-gS)11/·(11- v)     =..2nBico F $ E  5(g)   dg,                                                                                                 (66)

which yields the expectation value
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-

1 - < 1 - gs)11/(n-v) = 2nBico<2>tl 

or                                                         >:                                        (67)

*     1 - <(1 - gg)11/(n-v) 
tK = 2nBdco<@>

Finally, on dividing Eq. 67 by the deterministic result given by Eq. 55,

t      1- <(1 - gS)11/(Il-v) ;,
- (68)

'L      [1  -  (1 - g)n/Crl- v) ,<2 ,

Equation 68 for brittle failure differs from the ductile case in two respects:
(1) It is dependent on the pressure p, and (2) since there is zero probability
that 2 > g- 1, the lognormal density function for 2 is replaced with a .truncated
lognormal density function..  Thus,

f(€)  =  (0 LSTY aT€)-1 exp[-(tn £)2(24)-1 ][U(e) - U(€ - g-1) ], . (69)

where the normalization function is

0  =  * + erf'{[ln (g-1)]0 1},

and. the· error functionerf (x) is defined as

erf (x) E -L- fx e-y42 dy.
 £TT Jo

The expectation value of 2 is given by

<2> = HO-1 exp(01/2),                           '    '       (70)
where

H=   1  terf I'.  cgi 1,   -   ':]i2            (T

Again, as a specific example, consider a Type 304 stainless steel

tube.  Let aK = 12,300 psi, the stress causing .creep rupture inauniaxial
creep rupture test in 105 hr (see ASME Code Case 1331-5), and let v/n = 0.7
as suggested by Kachanov. Under these conditions, Eq. 68 may be evaluated11

in a straightforward manner for particular· values  of  p  and a.r· Typical re-
sults are listed in Table III.
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TABLE III. Expectation Value of t /t Ka

p, psi ceo, psi           aT            t 6
0.3463 0.99996

200 2,133 0.6926 0.99975
0.8658 0.99948

0.3463 ' 0.99792
1153 12,300 0.6926 0.98897

0.8658 0.97856

0.3463 , 0.99318
2000 21,333 .

0.6926 0.96472
0.8658           0.93372

Examination of the foregoing results reveals that the time to brittle
failure exhibits a relatively minor sensitivity to variations in temperature. 4                   8

The sehsitivity increases slightly with pressure, but is not particularly 'sig-
nificant with respect to the uncertainty Involved in the physical model assump-

. P

tions. This observation is in qualitative agreement with experiment.  For
12example, Oding gives results on rupture strength of a particular alloy for

cylindrical specimens tested both at constant temperatures of 800 and 8500C,
and Eycled'over the rangds 700-800-700 and 700-850-70·0'C. The rupture
strength in the cyclid tests was equal to or slightly greater than that observed
in the constant-temperature tests conducted at the maximum cycle temperature.

IV.   EFFECTS OF RANDOMSPATIAL VARIATIONS
IN TEMPERATURE ON CREEP PREDICTIONS

In previous sections, considerihg plane strain problems  for  thin  tube s
made it possible to treat temperature as a function of time only and thus sim-
plify the analysis.  Hoi,vever, in many reactor components it is necessary to
determine the creep behavior of thick sections; therefore, the assumption or
random temperature· variations requires a study of the temperature process
as a function of both space and time.

To assess some of the difficulties associated with such spatial varia-
tions, several sample problems were considered. Due to the mathematical

complexities involved in adequately treating end conditions, finite cylinders
were excluded. Instead, the analysis of an infinite, thick-walled tube was out-
lined. Initially, it was hoped that a further simplification would result if only
irradiation-induced creep was considered, since, based on current theoretical
and experimental evidence, it is reasonable to'assume that strain is a linear
function of stress for this creep mechanism. Unfortunately, this linear stress

dependence  is of minor impo rtance when compared  with the additional difficul-

ties resulting from inclusion of the description of volume change associated
with irradiation-induced creep.
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In the uniaxial case and at temperatures below those for which thermal

creep is significant, the following equation is typical of the form used in de-
13.14

scribing irradiation-induced creep strain:. ,

N a F ,   mt \7      -

sirr   =   AE  [l-   expl- 11 + Conept, (71)

whe Re   £  is  the-integrated fast neutron  flux  (>0.1   MeV),    t is irradiation  time,
and A, B, and C are temperature-dependent constants. Based on current theo-
retical models and available experimental results, the irradiation creep ex-
penent n isnear unity for low stress levels.  In what follows, it will beassumed
that n El. Also, since the transient aspects of irradiation-induced creep in
stainless steels saturate at relatively low fluence((pt- 1021 n cm-2), the
first term in Eq.  71  will be neglected. The remaining steady- state term has
been attributed to vacancy cascade nucleation and subsequent collapse into
dislocation loops. This cannot be considered a constant volume process;
hence, generalization of Eq. 71 to multiaxial stress states cannot follow the
conventional formulation in terms of deviatoric components of the stress
tensor. Some attempts have been made to convert equations such as Eq. 71
into expressions in terms of effective stress and effective ,strain; however,
these are based on rather limited experimental evidence and involve further
assumptions concerning the stress dependence of irradiation-induced isotropic
swelling. For example, Gilbert and Straalsund15 established a simple propor-
tionality between the ratio of irradiation-induced effective strain to effective
stress and the ratio of strain to stress in uniaxial data (where the data also
contain effects of swelling). This allowed the steady- state irradiation-induced
creep to be expressed in the form

ce   - dice<Pt, (72)

where dl is some suitable temperature-dependent constant.

Since irradiation-induced creep is not a constant-volume process, it
is  reasonible to  as sume  (as  in Ref.  15)  that

tij = Yaij + gs 6ij, (73)

where   y   and   g   are expe rimentally determined functions independent  of the
stress state

s =4(er+Ce +cz),

and 6ij is the Krenecker delta.  Here, it will be assumed that g = ty, where            .,
1 is some proportionality constant.*

*Gilbert and Straalsund used lirnited data for Type 304 stainless steel to fix £ = 9.
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Consistency between Eqs. 72 and 73 requires that

/ 1\
di    =    y <1  + 31; (74)

thus,

dim

eij = (1 +1/3) (aij +Ls 6ij) 5 42(Crij +Ls 6ij). (75)

McElroy et al.14 assumed that the frinction anflogous to di was a func-
tion of the.temperature  T  and the neutron spectrum. Since. exact results for
the spectral dependence are not available, only the temperature dependence
will be included. Data presented by McElroy show that the temperature de-
pendence of irradiation-induced creep can be fitted with a simple exponential.
From this, the final form considered for the constitutive equation becomes

tij = d3 exp(-KT)(e··tls&··) (76)1 J       4,

where d3 is an appropriate.flux-dependent parameter, and K is a known
constant.

In the deterministic case, the temperature field in a thick cylinder
having inner and outer radii a and b, respectively, is

 
. . Jti

'4.:·

T    =    tn   r· +B, (77a) ../
.,

where

Tb - Ta Ta ln. b - Tb tn a
0 : = ;B =  .                    ··'         :                    ,  (77b)

tn (b/a) in (b/a)
,

and  Ta  and  Tb  are the inner-' and outer- surface temper-atures.- If it is
assumed that Ta and Tb are normal random variables Ta and-Tb, with means
Ta and T· 1 and variances 02Ta and 02Tb' the corresponding first-order density
functions are then

-

f(Ta') - [v(50·ral-1 exp[-(Ta- Ta)2 (Zat,a)91]

and (78)>.

f(Tb) = [/Irr aTb]-1 exp[-(Tb - Tb)2 (202Tb)-1]
.

A -

It is further assumed that the joint density function of Ta and Tb is bivariate
normal and is given by
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f(Ta,Tb) =  TroTacTb(1 - pz)1/2 -1 exp [2(1 - FT))-1-(Ta- Ta)22

GTa

- 2p(Ta-Ta) (Tb-Tb) + (Tb-Tb)2- , (79)

aTa'Tb 'Tb  -J

where p is the correlation coefficient. Linear functions of normal random
variables remain normally distributed, and if two random variables are jointly
normal, then two functions of these two random variables are also jointly nor-
mal.  The form of 01 and B ensures that & and B are jointly normal.  It is
easily shown that, for &,

-
- -

Ta - Tb
3 = <&> =

tn (b/a)

(80)
and

al = <@2  _ <&>2 = [tn (b/a) ]-2 a ,b- 200'racTb +Cta  -

and, for B,
- -

Ta tn b -Tb 'Ln a
0=

tn (b/a)
·

>; (81)
and

aB  =  [tn (b/a) ]-2 CTa(tn b)2 - 200Tac'rb tri b in a + GTb(tn a)2  .

that i.s, & and, 8· are normal with means and variances as above. The joint
density function is

-iRot- S) 2
f(et; B) =  2'rract.8(1 - p B)1/2 -1 exp* [2(1 - p;B)]   -, Cj 

zpa$(Q-E) (B- B) +(B -B)
21 , (82)

60'CB OB. JJ

where the correlation coefficient is
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< ( &  -  5)   (8  -   B))
P CY B    = CaCB

paTacTb (ina+lnb) -/2   tna+G ra tnb  Tb
27·   1/2

1\ Tbf/cz    ZpaTaa,rb + aTa  0Ta (lnb)2- 2Parraa'rb tna tnb+GTh (tna)   
(83)

Since

T = & tn r + 8, (84)

T(r) is a normal process, and its first-order density function, mean, and
variance may be computed from the above expressions:

(T  _.-T) 2f(T; r) = (2TraT)-1 exp -
2Ct  -

T = 51n r +B (85)>.

add

CT = C  + 2 PotBactop tn r + Got.(tn·r)2
.

Inthe special case where *&  E 0, i.e., where the temperature isaran-
dom variable,' 9  -  0, it is possible to show that the stresses are deterministic.
The radial creep velocity u can be shown to be given by

1  =   exp[K(B - B) 1, (86)
U0

where uois the nominal value (the value·at T  = T). Define

7  E K(B- B);

thus,

<9>   =   0,

aw    =   K*aB.

and  f is normal with mean and variance above. Since,  from Ref.  1,

/\

U                  /\
- e 

U0
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has a lognormal density function, it immediately follows that

<(ty>, exp(n2Kza /2),

.ij /KzaB\

,UO/ \2/=   expt- 1>1,

(2;  = exp(Kza )[exp(Kza ) - 11> Kza ,U/UO

and

rG)
MAX,1- 6  =   exp( - KTG )  <1.

luoJ
0 /In the general case, when at TO, the statistical properties of the

stresses and other quantities of interest can be obtained only by numerical
means. Introducing a suitable stress-function formulation makes it possible
to obtain expressions for the stresses in a form somewhat similar to that
occurring in the deterministic case; however, this formalism is of use only
in numerical studies, since it involves exponents which are themselves ran-
dom functions. Since the constitutive equation, Eq. 76, on which this develop-
ment rests is based on scant experimental evidence, it seems unreasonable

to pursue the solution of this class of problems to the point where it would be
necessary to treat sii.rh difficult numerical evaluations. Some indication of
the uncertainty surrounding the formulation of constitutive descriptions of
irradiation-induced creep can be gained by examining the various expressions
in Ref. 16.  It is immediately obvious that even the general trend of tempera-

ture dependence has not been established, nor has it been established that
such a dependence exists.

For the above reasons, it is concluded that a study of the effects of
spatial randomness in temperature on creep deformation cannot be profitably
based on a "case study" using irradiation-induced creep. Simplifications that
result from the linear stress dependence are more than outweighed by a lack
of adequate theoretical and experimental descriptions of the physical process.
In particular, the lack of conservation of volume during irradiation-induced
creep and the lack of extensive experimental evidence concerning this phe-
nomenon preclude a rational three-dimensional formulation of appropriate
constitutive equations.

V.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The problems considered in the previous sections have concentrated
on the effect of random temperature on various aspects of creep of cylindrical
shells. Although quantitative results are strictly applicable only to this
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geometry and hold only for specific parameters used in the examples, cer-
tain qualitative features. form a basis· for more general conclusions.

For steady creep of a thin tube, a random temperature field was shown
to result in an almost deterministic stress state. At the.same time, predic-
tions of the deformation rate were sensitive to temperature variations, in-
creases in the variance of the temperature producing an increase iin the variance
of the deformation rate.  If the latter is true in a general sense, it could have
considerable impact on computations needed to satisfy design criteria.  For
example, if a design satisfies: both the deterministic stress criteria and the
strain limits that exist in elevated-temperature rules, and if both are near
their maximum allowable values, any actual temperature fluctuations could
result in.violation of the strain limits while the stresses remain within the
allowable range. Based on this consideration, designers should not approach     -
the  limit of allowable strains unles s  they have reliable temperature informa-
tion.  On the other hand, they should be able to approach the allowed stress
levels, even when unsure of temperature variations about given nominal values.

For the most part, general conclusions on the effect of random tum-
peratures on creep rupture are somewhat obscured by uncertainties relating
to the mathematical model. However, based on the simple model used in
Sec. III, it is reasonable to conclude that any randomness in the temperature            .c
can be reflected only in a prediction of a decrease in the time to failure. The
results indicate that this decrease is negligible for brittle fracture, even for
a very large variance of temperature. Qualitatively, this holds over a wide

range of stress:levels in the case considered.

Attempts to gain insight into the effect of random spatial variations
in temperature, using the special case of irradiation-induced creep, were not
successful. The simplicity of the relationship betwden strain and stress was
more than offset by the lack of data and uncertainty about the correct form of
the constitutive relationship. Although the analytical problem proved to be
tractable, it was not possible to use this to obtain any conclusive numerical
results.

From the above remarks, it appdars that the greatest potential for
extending this initial study lies in the area of creep deformation of specific
structures, rather than in pursuit of more specialized topics such as
irradiation-induced creep. Of particular interest is the effect of random
temperature variations on .creep-buckling predictions, since design restric-
tions and existing standards associated with this mode of failure are severe
and involve large factors of safety. Any study that explores the sensitivity
or predicted times to failure would aid the early stages of design by allowing
a rational assessment of the applicability of such factors to cases in which
definite information on temperature fields is unavailable.
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APPENDIX

Deterministic Calculations Using S8derquist's Creep-damage Model

Soderquist' has modified the Rabotnov and Kachanov creep ind damage
relations6 through the use of a simple phenomenological model. Assuming the
temperiture is deterministic and constant, the baslc equations are

/nln

6  =   icoc '12)  (1  - D)
-n

: (A.·1 )

9 and

/Q\\1
(A.2)I   =   C     (1  - D)- v.

where D i s a measure of damage due to creep (0 c D 6 1),Qisa constant

load, A is the specimen cross-sectional area, and.C and v are constants in
the  damage.law

5    =. C cav,.                                                                                                                                                                                (A.3)

where Ca is the stress acting over·the undamaged area.  This. is essentially a

simplification of the Rabotnov law in· that the number of empirical constants
are.reduced.

For the thin-tube problem, Eqs. A.1 and A.2 become

/ 43)n+1         n
de = €coCT/ (2)  (1 -p, ) -n (A.4)

and

be =.cce(1-De)-v. (A.5)

Substitution of Eqs. 45 and 46· into Eq. A.4 gives  ,

(intl 1 , '

CA.6)0   '         at  =  Bico(1  -·De)-n,

which is analogous to Eq. 47 used in the simplified treatment. Dividing Eq. A.6

by De as given in Eq. A.5, and using Eq. 46then gives.

1    d z:(v-n)

1 - dcoBC-fic-eov[l - (nl-·  1& (1 -De)1-(n-v):   (A..7)2(v- n)  7 10 v)Jdt

Equation·A.7, together with:the initial condition ot =  1 for D 0 = O, then yields
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-2(n-\1)  ,-n/[l-(n-v) 1(1   -  De)-11.  =      {1   -  g[l   -  g     .                  ]J                                                                                                                           (A. 8)

where

1 - (n - v) Ca o
      =            2(n   -   v )         tco 

Substitution of Eq. A. 8 into Eq. A. 6 reduces the equation for 01 to the form

61 =  actm(b + got-k)q, (A:9)

where

a = BE m = 2n + 1,  b = .1 - g,·CO'

-n
q= . 1 -,  and  k =  2(n - v).1  -·. ln- v)

Denoting  by  01R the value  of  01   at  the ·time,of brittle failure, use of.the failure
criteria:Eq. 51,..together with Eq. A. 9, gives

t. .--t i f" a

012\' dot
(A. 10)m(b + ge-k)q

Also, since tK is defined as that particular value of the time to rupture for
which the stress remains constant, it can be shown that

ca ,K - v-:h; hence,

1+ v-n   (ceo/CK) v
   =  2(n - v)(1 + v)    icotKB

From direct integration of Eq. A. 9,

1 foR dot

tto'= TY'    Ctin(b + gat-k)q (A. 11)

Equations A. 10 and A. 11 together form a parametric representation of the
time to brittle rupture.

To compare·Eqs. A. 10 and A.11 tothe simpler result given. by Eq. 55,
a specific numerical example is considered.  Let cK equal the stress causing
rupture in·105 hr in uniaxial-creep rupture test.  For Type 304 stainless steel
at 1100'F, this would give cK = 12,300 psi (see ASME Cbde Case 1331-5).

-
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Kachanovll gives, as the limits on v,.the expression 0.62 < v/n < 1, and sug-
gests 0.7 as a representative mean value. Table IV compares the numerical
results obtained from Eqs. A. 10, A. 11, and 55 for various valii.es of internal
pressures.

TABLE IV. Comparison between Calculated Values

of tio and t o
Time t6 Rupture,  hr

t* · t* :Ko SO

p, psi Ceo' psi Eq. 55 Eqs. A. 10 and A. 11

200 2,133 6.907 x 108 6.905 x 108

1153 12,300 9.89'5 x 104 9.743 x 104

2000 21,333 5.998 x 103 5.709 x 103

From these results it is noted that the modified theory shows a re-
duction in the time to rupture; however, the difference is too slight to justify
the increase in computational complexity that would result from this theory.
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